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A Study of an English Civil War Pamphlet  
Concerning an Incident at Hull in 1642

This paper constitutes an exercise in the critical analysis of historical media discourse. It presents an 
investigation of a pamphlet published in London in 1642 concerning a military incident that took 
place at the strategically important town of Hull in East Yorkshire during the build-up to the start 
of the English Civil War. The analysis shows how the pamphlet combines a number of elements 
including the ominous tale of a miraculous ‘toad fish’, a prayer and news of the incident itself. It 
also shows how the pamphlet reports on the incident from a royalist perspective and contrasts this 
with another report of the same event from a parliamentary perspective.
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Introduction

In the year 1642, during the months preceding the start of the first English Civil War, the town 
of Kingston upon Hull in the East Riding of Yorkshire was the scene of a series of momentous 
events.1 As an exercise in the critical analysis of historical media discourse, this paper presents an 
investigation of a pamphlet published in London that year concerning a military incident that took 
place in the town.
 The town, which became a city in 1897, lies on the north bank of the Humber estuary at the 
point where the River Hull flows into it some 20 miles from the North Sea. Being a well-fortified 
port, Hull, as it is more commonly known, was strategically important in the war due to the large 
magazine of arms and ammunition that it contained.2 At the start of 1642 the magazine was the 
largest in the country outside London, having been used to supply King Charles I during the 
Bishops’ Wars (1639–40) between England and the Scottish Covenanters. Naturally, therefore, 
as the threat of civil war in England grew, both the king and parliament sought to gain control 
of the town and its magazine. In January 1642 the king secretly appointed his trusted advisor the 
Earl of Newcastle, William Cavendish, as the city’s military governor. However, the scheme was 
discovered by parliament which swiftly appointed a local Member of Parliament, Sir John Hotham, 
to take control of the town. Hotham’s son, Captain John Hotham, seized the city and together they 
succeeded in preventing Newcastle from entering.
 In March, Charles travelled north to York in search of support from the northern gentry but 
his attempts to muster an army there met with but little success. His queen consort, the Catholic 
Henrietta Maria of France, who was at that time seeking financial and military support for the 
king in The Hague, advised him via a coded message to take Hull by force. On April 23 the king 
rode to Hull accompanied by around three hundred men on horseback. Having notified Sir John 
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Hotham in advance as to his intention to enter the town, the king firmly expected that he would 
be admitted. However, although most of the town’s leaders were in favour of admitting the king, 
Hotham’s instructions from parliament were categorical and accordingly he ordered the gates of 
the town to be locked. Then, in one of the most symbolic events of the Civil War period, Hotham 
stood on the ramparts of the fortified wall and stoutly refused the king’s personal command 
to be admitted.3 As Woolrych notes, ‘It was the first direct military confrontation between an 
Englishman and his sovereign for more than a century and a half.’4 As an avowed believer in the 
divine right of kings — after all, his father James I had been the author of Basilikon Doron, the 
definitive book on the subject — Charles was enraged by Hotham’s insubordination and after 
some protracted negotiation called for Hotham’s arrest as a traitor. However, he had no means of 
enforcing the arrest and eventually he had to return in the rain to York.
 Despite Hotham’s apparent support for parliament against the royalists, two months later he 
was involved in a plot with Lord Digby to surrender Hull to the king. Later, Hotham would claim 
that he had not really intended to go through with the plot. Whatever the truth of that was, the 
king moved his court to Beverley in July and once more advanced to Hull with the expectation that 
this time he would be admitted. Although parliament had already removed most of the arms from 
Hull to London, Charles sought to take whatever remained and secure Hull as a safe place for the 
anticipated return of Henrietta Maria and continental reinforcements. However, he was refused 
entry once again and in response to that rebuff he directed his troops to lay siege to Hull. In an 
audacious tactical move, Hotham had his men create breaches in the banks of both the River Hull 
and the Humber which then flooded the land around Hull making conditions extremely difficult 
for the royalists. On July 10, in the first direct military engagement of the war, Royalist raiders were 
repulsed by the town’s defenders. Later that month Parliament sent 1,500 troops to Hull under Sir 
John Meldrum who attacked the royalist positions near the village of Anlaby so successfully that 
the siege was soon abandoned and Charles withdrew to York. On August 22 the Civil War formally 
commenced when Charles raised his standard at Nottingham.
 As a postscript to the events of Hull’s annus horribilis, in June of the following year Sir John 
Hotham was arrested after conspiring with the Earl of Newcastle in a new plot to surrender the 
town to the royalists. He was replaced as military governor of the city by Ferdinando, Lord Fairfax, 
commander of the parliamentary army. In September royalists under Newcastle laid siege to 
Hull for a second time but again were driven off by Fairfax, supported by Meldrum and Oliver 
Cromwell. The failure of the second siege was a major turning point in the war as it effectively 
halted the royalist push south into Lincolnshire and re-established the parliamentary forces in 
Yorkshire. For the remainder of the Civil War, Hull was not directly involved in the fighting. In 
December 1644, both Sir John Hotham and his son were court martialed and sentenced to death. 
They were executed at Tower Hill in January the following year.

The paper war

During the spring and summer of 1642, in the lead up to the actual war, a spirited ‘paper war’ was 
waged by both sides of the dispute. As Woolrych observes:
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There was a constant exchange of declarations between the king and parliament, and all 
of them were promptly printed, for they were addressed at least as much to the public 
at large as to the formal recipients. Each side was trying to put the better case to the 
political nation, primarily to win its support, but partly (one senses) to stoke up the fires 
of their own self-righteousness to a heat that would nerve them for a war for which few 
were temperamentally ready in the spring.5

In addition to the publications by the two sides, numerous other pamphlets and tracts were 
published during this time by various individuals and groups, some of a secular nature but 
many which dealt with religious matters such as the correct forms of church ceremony, enforced 
attendance and the fear of a Catholic invasion from Ireland. Other publications contained 
prophesies or reports of miraculous occurrences which seemed to reflect the general state of unease 
in the country. It is notable that the London bookseller, George Thomason, who accumulated a 
vast collection of printed pamphlets between 1640 and 1661, acquired more items per month 
during this period than any other.6 Unsurprisingly, the events at Hull were a frequent topic for 
pamphleteers and newsbook writers during this time. The Early English Books Online database 
contains 221 items with the word ‘Hull’ in the title for 1642, far more than for any other year of 
that decade.7 Of these, about one quarter included news of events at Hull. However, for the present 
study, I have chosen to focus on a pamphlet which, in fact, does not mention Hull in its title. It is, 
though, a pamphlet that, uniquely as far as I can ascertain, combines both a miraculous occurrence 
story with some ‘hard news’ from Hull and also some news from ‘forreine parts’.

A Relation of a terrible Monster …

The pamphlet selected for consideration here consists of eight pages in the quarto format made 
by printing four text pages on each side of a single sheet of paper and then folding the paper in 
half twice.8 In the case of this pamphlet, the verso of the title page is blank, as was not unusual for 
such pamphlets, leaving seven printed pages. The title of the pamphlet, which occupies almost the 
whole of the title page, is as shown below. To give some idea of the title’s appearance on the page, 
I have used single slashes to indicate line-breaks and double slashes to indicate paragraph breaks. I 
have also attempted to give an indication of relative font sizes. In the original the text on each line 
is centered. While the original spelling is retained I have not reproduced the long s or ligatures.

A Relation of a terrible Monster taken / by a Fisherman neere Wollage, July the 15. 
1642. and / is now to be seen in Kings street, Westminster. // The shape whereof is like 
a Toad, and / may be called a toad-fish; But that which makes / it a Monster, is, that it 
hath hands with fingers / like a man, and is chested like a man. // Being neere five foot 
long, and three foot over, the / thicknesse of an ordinary man. // The following discourse 
will describe him more particularly. // Whereunto is added, / A Relation of a bloudy 
Encounter be- / twixt the Lord Faulconbridge and Sir John Hotham, / wherein the 
Duke of Richmond is hurt, and / the Lord Faulconbridge taken prisoner. // With some 
other Misselanies of memory both by sea and land, / with some Forreigne Occurrences.
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Below the title there is a decorative device (five horizontally repeated abstract floral blocks) and 
below that at the bottom of the page there is a simple colophon that consists of the following words:

LONDON, / Printed for Nath: Butter. 1642.

Like the majority of such civil war news texts, there is no indication of the author’s name either 
here or elsewhere in the pamphlet and, as far as I am aware, a plausible candidate for authorhood 
has not yet been proposed. Indeed, the author of the toad-fish story and of the news from Hull and 
elsewhere are likely to have been different. And even the term ‘author’ obscures the fact that the 
actual source of the information and the person responsible for composing the text may well have 
been different people.9
 The extremely long title of this pamphlet (henceforth referred to simply as A Relation) 
is interesting for a number of reasons. Firstly, by its very length it stretches our contemporary 
notion of what a title should be since it is clearly functioning less as a title and more as a summary 
of the pamphlet’s contents. Secondly, the words printed in larger type act like headlines and 
appear intended to catch the attention of potential readers. In these two respects A Relation is 
entirely typical of the pamphlets produced at this time. But thirdly, the addition of a reference to 
‘some other Misselanies’ suggest that generically the pamphlet lies somewhere between a one-off 
pamphlet and a serially produced newsbook. We may speculate as to whether the pamphlet might 
have been intended as being solely about the ‘toad-fish’ and whether the other news was simply 
tacked on as an afterthought or to fill up the blank space. Certainly, notwithstanding the fact that 
at first sight there seems to be no relation between the two halves of the pamphlet, the space has 
been filled most effectively since the final ‘FINIS.’ found at the end of the pamphlet is printed hard 
up against the bottom of the last page. The overall impression gained is that news was seen by the 
producer of this pamphlet, and presumably by at least some of his readers, as a commodity to be 
sold more by the yard than by its quality.
 Although with many of the pamphlets published during the civil war period it is difficult to 
ascertain the name of the publisher, in the case of A Relation the colophon points clearly towards 
Nathaniel Butter, a London bookseller and one of the most famous publishers of news in England, 
particularly foreign news, in the first half of the seventeenth century.10 In fact, so famous was Butter 
that in 1625 Ben Johnson parodied him scathingly as Cymbal, the director of a news agency in 
The Staple of News, a play which was heavily larded with butter puns. Butter’s publishing interests 
prospered during the 1630s, when the public thirst for news of the Thirty Years war was at its 
height, but his fortunes waned thereafter and by the time this pamphlet was produced he was 
approaching destitution. He died two years later, it was said, ‘very poore’.11

Beware of the toad-fish

I believe it is worth pausing briefly here to consider the miraculous story of the ‘toad-fish’ before 
proceeding to analyse the news about Hull which follows it. After all, it is reasonable to suppose 
that most contemporary readers of the pamphlet would have read the items in page order and that, 
therefore, the miraculous story constitutes an important contextual factor — the co-text — for 
reading and interpreting the news from Hull, a point I shall return to in the discussion.
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 The tale of the ‘toad-fish’ is embellished by the author with various textual elements intended 
to increase the impression of authenticity. Firstly, he provides numerous concrete details about 
names, places and times. For example, he tells of how the fish was caught by a fisherman called 
Thomas West while using a net to catch salmon near Wollage (that is, Woolwich, 12 miles to the 
east of London on the south bank of the Thames) on ‘Friday morning, July 15, between 4. and 
5. of the clock in the morning’. He also devotes considerable space to describing the creature and 
people’s reactions to it. Another common way of lending such miraculous tales greater credence 
was to refer to persons of high social status. Here the author writes that, ‘It is by the vote of divers 
Gentlemen of great quality that went to see it, such a monstrous creature as scarce can be beleeved 
ever to have been seen’.
 Having described the toad-fish, the author then emphasizes how extremely unusual it is by 
reference to the authority of Pliny ‘the Naturallist’. According to the author, Pliny claimed to have 
only known of one other such creature, which lived in the depths of the sea and was caught ‘in the 
yeare that Nero (that never-sufficiently detested Tyrant) was borne’ of which, he says, Pliny wrote 
epigrammatically ‘Monstrum praecessit monstro’ (‘preceded by a monster, a monster’). This leads the 
author to his main point: ‘that all unusuall births either in men or bruit creatures, in sea or upon 
land, especially out of their seasons, have ever been the fore-runners and sad harbingers of great 
commotions and tumults in States and Kingdomes, if not mournfull Heraulds of utter desolation’. 
Clearly, the author wants the readers to view this story in such an ominous light. To drive home 
his message, he then reminds his readers of several such instances from classical and more recent 
history which ‘though dumbe, do not withstanding speake the supernaturall intentions and 
purposes of the Divine powers, chiefly when they meet just at that time when distractions, jars, 
and distembers are a foote in a Common-weale or Kingdome.’ The author is framing this story in 
relation to the country’s contemporary ‘distembers’ with the aim of persuading readers to see them 
as divine retribution for their own sins. He writes, ‘God in his mercie grant that this ugly monster 
may not for our sins prove the like to us’. Appended to the story is a prayer, printed in italics, 
asking God to unite ‘Head and Members, King and Parliament, increase their loyall affections to 
him, his royall approbation to them and their proceedings’. The inclusion of such a prayer reminds 
us in these more secular days of how closely related politics and religion were in the early modern 
weltanschauung.

News from Hull

The news from Hull appears on the fifth numbered page of the pamphlet, opposite the prayer 
on the previous page. It occupies all but the last four lines of the page although, as will be seen, 
even their London-based content also relates to Hull. It is followed on the sixth and final page by 
some unrelated news from London and Europe. The entire text, including the news from London 
relating to Hull, consisting of 303 word, is as shown below:
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Divers Occurences from HULL and other places taken 
July. 15th. 1642.

From Hull is reported this present Friday at Westminster, that the King intending to 
build a Sconce or Halfe-moone neere Hull, to the intent to keepe aide from them 
either of men or moneyes, in the side of Lincolnshire, he committed the charge of that 
enterprize to my Lo: Falconbridge: the same Lo: proceeding with all diligence in raising 
the Halfe-moone to make batteries upon it, and placing his Ordnance against it, my 
Lord Rich being in his company, on Tuesday night a Scotch Knight and Captaine, with 
500. Men and four field pieces, issued out of Hull, set upon my Lo: of Falconbridge, 
who received him very stoutly, and maintained a long and hot skirmish, three houres, in 
which my Lord Duke of Richmond fighting very valiantly is wounded, my Lord forced 
them to retreat and quit his works, but being more valiant then advised, pursued so far 
that he had his horse shot under him, and by that meanes was taken prisoner and carried 
to Hull. The King sent from Beverley more aid to the Halfe-moone, so that for such a 
piece it is very strong. His Majesty is very sorry at the wounding of the Duke, and said 
openly, that they had drawne his owne blood already.
 This morning went 200. Volunteers all armed through Lincones-Inne-fields, 
having red and yellow feathers, and ribbonds in their hats, and went directly to the 
water-side to take shipping for Hull this very day. God send my Lord of Holland, and 
his associate, well with their message, that they may deliver it unto the Kings content, 
but these are but bad signes of it, divers were slaine and hurt of both sides in this attempt 
and defence spoken of, but no number named.

The date of the report given, July 15, is the same date as that given for the ‘toad-fish’ story. The 
first siege of Hull began on July 10 and continued until the 26th of that month. Therefore, 
this news comes from relatively early on in the proceedings when it appears that the besieging 
royalists were still digging in to their positions: the terms sconce and half-moon both refer to a 
small defensive fort or earthwork of the kind widely used during the civil war. As for the dramatis 
personae, the Lord Falconbridge mentioned here was Thomas Belasyse, 1st Viscount Fauconberg. 
He was raised to the peerage by Charles in 1627 and, along with his sons Henry and John, was a 
strong supporter of the king against parliament. His accomplice in the building work, Lord Rich, 
was one of the three sons of Henry Rich, first Earl of Holland, who is in fact the ‘Lord of Holland’ 
mentioned in the second part of the report.12 He was taking a proposal from parliament to the 
king for a peaceful resolution to the conflict but, as history shows, it was not accepted by the king. 
The coat of arms of the Rich family were red and yellow which would account for the colour of 
the volunteers’ decorations. As far as I know, the identity of the Earl’s associate is unknown. The 
Scotch Knight was Sir John Meldrum, who had been dispatched by parliament in June with 1500 
men to reinforce Hull’s defenses. The Captaine may well have been Captain John Hotham, son of 
the town’s military governor, since other reports of similar raids by the town’s defenders refer to him 
by name. Finally, the Lord Duke of Richmond who was wounded in the engagement was James 
Stuart, the fourth duke of Lennox, whom Charles created the first Duke of Richmond in 1641. 
He was a cousin to Charles and deeply loyal to the king, which likely accounts for the king’s open 
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display of grief over his injuries.
 The report as a whole presents a number of interesting textual features. First and foremost, it 
seems clear that the unnamed source of the report from Hull was writing from within the royalist 
camp. Whereas he is privy both to the king’s intentions, which form the starting point of the 
narrative, and his reaction to its outcome, which forms its conclusion, he does not appear to know 
the identity of the raiders nor the fate of Falconbridge after being taken to Hull.13 In contrast, 
the source of the second part, who witnessed the events in London, might have been the author 
himself. The approving descriptions of Falconbridge such as his proceeding ‘with all diligence’ and 
of receiving Meldrum’s attack ‘very stoutly’, and of Richmond fighting ‘very valiantly’ contrast with 
the more muted description of their attackers. The author chose to write that Falconbridge ‘had 
his horse shot under him’ and ‘was taken prisoner’ rather than something like ‘the attackers shot 
Falconbridge’s horse from under him’ and ‘took him prisoner’. And whereas, logically, it takes two 
sides to ‘maintain’ a skirmish it is notably Falconbridge who is the sole subject of the verb here.14 
Finally, it is interesting that the author allows himself to express his hope for the success of Lord 
Holland’s mission in a way which encourages his readers to align themselves with that hope while at 
the same time acknowledging that the omens for a peaceful outcome are not good, thereby forming 
a rather neat anaphoric link back to the ‘toad-fish’ story.

The view from parliament

Having examined the report of the incident at Hull presented from a royalist perspective, I would 
like now to briefly compare it with a contemporaneous report from a parliamentary source. 
Physically, it is a pamphlet very similar in format to A Relation. However, unlike that text it prints 
the first item, the news from Hull, on the verso of the title page. The title itself is an equally long 
one but only the first part is relevant here and it reads as follows:15

Exceeding Joyfull Newes from / HVLL· / Sent in a letter from Sir Iohn Hotham, 
and Read / in the House Commons, Iuly 15. 1642. // Wherein hee declares the manner 
of his taking / the Lord Faulconbridge and his Son, with 4. Pie- / ces of Ordnance, and 
20 Cavaleers, who were / building a Sconce or halfe Moon neer the / Town of Hull, and 
how he sent out Sir / John Meldrem with 500 men to hin- / der their Proceedings.

At the bottom of the title page, the colophon reads:

                                  Ordered that this be Printed, and pub 
lished.               John Browne, Cler. Parl 
London Printed, For I. Horton, Iuly 16. 1642.

John Browne was the clerk of the parliaments from 1638 to 1644 and was a loyal supporter of the 
parliamentary cause. Numerous pamphlets containing news from parliament during this period 
were similarly authorized, or at least claim to have been, by him. One remarkable point about 
this pamphlet is that the same printer appears to have produced, on the same day, a very similar 
version.16 Although it contains exactly the same news from Hull, with the same formatting, in the 
same place on the verso of the title page, the title itself makes no mention of the fact. Instead, it fills 
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up the space by giving larger headlines for Hotham’s resolution and the news from Newcastle. The 
colophon, however, is identical. The entire text of the report from Hull consisting of 140 words is 
as shown below.

Exceeding Joyfull Newes from HULL
There was a Letter read in the House of Commons, which came from Sir Iohn Hotham, 
importing that a halfe Moone being raising neer the Town (as conceived by his Majesties 
direction) which would have much annoyed and hindered all provision that should 
have come by Sea; that hee sent Sir Iohn Meldram out with 500 men, to hinder the 
Proceedings therein; Upon the neere approach of whom the Pioners and Work men ran 
all away, leaving the said work unperfected, which he had demolished, and therein they 
tooke toe Lord Falconbridge, 4. Pieces of Brasse Ordnance, and 20. Cavaleers, desiring 
the Houses’s pleasure to bee known therein, whether they should be sent up to London 
or no, which took the houses up some time in consideration thereof, of what most 
expedient to be done.

Unsurprisingly, this report presents the incident in a very different light. Firstly, rather than an 
anonymous source we are told not only who the source was but also the place where his report was 
sent to and read. However, we do not know who the author of this report was and so, just as with 
A Relation, our engagement with the original source is mediated through the pen of the author 
who may well have had his own agenda. As for the description of the event, the fortifications, 
rather than just keeping aid away as A Relation puts it, threatened to positively annoy and hinder 
the town’s provisioning. One interesting similarity between the two accounts is the estimate of 
the number of Meldrum’s troops involved. Obviously, Hotham would be expected to know the 
number but one wonders how the royalist source could have been so accurate. The besiegers are 
shown in a poor light for running away while the defenders this time are represented as the active 
agents with Meldrum demolishing the fortifications and his men capturing Falconbridge. The 
capture of ordnance and cavaliers was a detail perhaps deliberately omitted from the royalist version 
whereas here no reference to the wounding of Richmond or the king’s reaction is made. Finally, 
we may note that the author ends his report with the intriguing cliffhanger as to what, eventually, 
parliament decided to do with the prisoners. In fact, the issue may not have been resolved by the 
time of publication but it is also possible that the author was hoping to tempt his readers to find 
that out in a later pamphlet.

Conclusion

The preceding discussion has shown that the production of news during the early stages of the 
English Civil War was in many respects similar to today’s news media. That this is the case should 
not surprise us given that the imperatives of news producers to produce a regular supply of news, 
compete for readers and make a profit remain unchanged. I believe that one of the principal merits 
of conducting studies in critical historical media discourse such as this lies in reminding us that 
there really is nothing new under the sun.
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Notes

1 Kingston upon Hull was granted city status in 1897. For a comprehensive overview of the history of Hull see 
Gillett, Edward and MacMahon, Kenneth A (1989). A History of Hull. (2nd Ed.) Hull University Press. It is ironic 
that the most significant event in the history of the town, named Kingston by Edward I in 1299, should have been 
its refusal to allow entry to one of his successors.

2 ‘Fortifications’, in A History of the County of York East Riding: Volume 1, the City of Kingston Upon Hull, ed. K J 
Allison (Victoria County History, 1969), pp. 412–418.

3 Hotham’s refusal may have had an additional, more personal motive. Two years earlier the king had threatened to 
hang him for his refusal to pay the ship money tax. Stirling, A. (1918) The Hothams H. Jenkins, p. 203.

4 Woolrych, A. (2002) Britain in Revolution, Oxford UP., p. 220.
5 Woolrych, p. 220.
6 Braddick states that Thomason collected an average of 165 titles each month, with peaks of 200 in January and 231 

in August. Braddick, M. (2009) God’s Fury, England’s Fire. Penguin. p. 196.
7 The figures are: 1640 (0), 1641 (5), 1642 (221), 1643 (11), 1644 (10), 1645 (1), 1646 (4), 1647 (0), 1648 (0), 

1649 (4), 1650 (0). It should be noted that the number of works contained in the database will undoubtedly be 
less than the actual number produced during this period. It is also likely that a certain number of texts that did 
not mention Hull in the title would have included information about the town (and, as we shall see, vice versa). In 
particular, the many serially published newsbooks with less specific titles such as A Perfect Diurnall of the Passages in 
Parliament sometimes included information relating to the events in Hull.

8 Note that since I have not be able to inspect the original pamphlet, this description is based on the EEBO 
reproduction of the copy of the pamphlet in the Thomason Collection, British Library. Wing (2nd ed.) / R796. 
Thomason / E.107[7].

9 Compare this to Erving Goffman’s notion of the three speaker roles of ‘animator’, ‘author’ and ‘principal’. Goffman, 
E. (1981). Forms of Talk. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press.

10 It must be borne in mind that during this period the official regulation of the printing press was breaking down 
and forgeries and unlicensed publications were not uncommon. Moreover, given his fame, there would have been 
an obvious incentive for any potential forger to use Butter’s name which would have lent the pamphlet some of the 
cachet of brand recognition. In addition to the name, even stylistic characteristics like the very long title of the kind 
which Butter popularized would have been open to copying. Therefore, it is difficult to state with absolute certainty 
that Butter was the publisher of this pamphlet.

11 Sabrina A. Baron (2004) Nathaniel Butter. Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, https://www.oxforddnb.com/ 
(accessed September 2019). Folke Dahl provides an interesting sidelight on the state of Butter’s publishing business 
in the summer of 1642. In a note concerning a newsbook published by Butter dated June 4th whose title began The 
continuation of the most remarkable passages from most parts of Christendome, for three weeks last … he mentions that 
the following curious “editorial notice” was included: “The Printer of the Forraine Avisoes giveth this notice, That 
he intendeth to continuue (!) the printing of the Forrein Occurents constantly now every week, or at least every 
footnight (!) if the Poste keepeth his course. And because the booksellers (to their customers) doe (out of envie or 
ignorance) as much as they can obscure and vilivie the said Avisoes: Therefore, if any Gentleman desire to have them 
sent unto them weekly, they may be furnished at S. Austins gate, and at the entrance into the Old Exchange, from 
the Fountaine, upon easie terms.” Dahl adds that ‘it is evident that there was a quarrel going on between Butter 
and the other booksellers’ but that he was not able to find the reason for it. (Dahl, 265). It seems likely, though, 
that it related to Butter’s declining business fortunes. Incidentally, as a sign that the civil war news media was not 
so different from that of the present day, Butter’s offer to his readers seems like an advertisement for a subscription 
service such as modern newpapers might offer, although unlike the latter he does not seem to have thought of 
sweetening the deal with freebies.

12 Note that the use of the name “Holland” in the title refers not to Dutch Holland but to an area of south-east 
Lincolnshire.

13 Note though that his report is conveyed to us through the voice of a separate but equally anonymous author and it 
is not possible to know how the latter may have altered the original text.

14 We may note also in passing that this text conforms to the ‘great man’ theory of history rather than that of ‘history 
from below’.

15 The other two items mentioned in the title are a resolution presented by Sir John Hotham to the king at Beverley 
and some news from Newcastle about the local colliers driving off a group of cavaliers. See the next note for the 
actual wording.

16 The title of this other pamphlet reads, “Sir Iohn Hothams resolvtion presented to the King’s most Excellent Majesty, 
at Beverley in the county of Yorkshire on Tuesday the 12 of Iuly, 1642 wherein is manifested his earnest desire both 
to expresse himselfe a loyall subject to His Majesty and a faithfull servant to the Parliament: vvhereunto is annexed 
joyfull newes from Newcastle: wherein is declared how the colliers resisted the Earl of Newcastle and the cavaleeres 
paid downe the fort which the said Earle had built and beat him and his followers out of the county.” Wing / H2909.


